
Aces run wild as Knights earn first Ambassador League crown since 2012: 
 

Ontario Christian: 22-25-25-25=3 (20-2 Overall, 11-0 Ambassador League) D5 #1 
Aquinas: 25-15-20-10=1 (15-4 Overall, 8-3 Ambassador League) D5 #3 

 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Over the last several years Ambassador League volleyball teams have consistently produced 
our area's best performing postseason teams even having all four Division 6 semi finalists last 
year. In 2018 with two teams currently showing #1 ratings in their respective playoff divisions 
along with two others in the top five that trend doesn't seem like it will stop this year. Twelve 
days after getting pushed to five sets by the Falcons in San Bernardino it was #1 Ontario 
Christian using steady service pressure and a dynamic offense to take care of #3 Aquinas 3-1 
by scores of 22-25, 25-15, 25-20 and 25-10.  
 
Aquinas came roaring out of the gates on a 10-4 run to start the match. Abigail Aguilera-Ayala 
had a block and Eliana “Tia" Chavira recorded two kills in that opening spurt. Seven missed 
serves by the Knights also aided the Falcons cause in Aquinas 25-22 victory. Down 17-13 kills 
from Annaka Jorgenson, Peyton Tazelaar, and Jenna Holmes brought the Knights back to 
within a point at 18-17 before a missed serve restored the gap to two points at 19-17. A kill from 
Aguilera-Ayala pushed Aquinas into the red zone at 20-17 and forced Ontario Christian's final 
timeout. After Giselle Vogel’s kill made it 23-21 Falcons two straight kills from Chavira ended the 
set in favor of Aquinas at 25-22.  
 
In set two it was Ontario Christian grabbing the reins and taking control with a 12-6 run to start it 
off. Jorgenson had 4 kills, Holmes added 2 more and Vogel an ace to aide that opening run. A 
Micaela Cruz kill brought the Knights to 19-9 before Katherine Millo ,a junior defensive 
specialist, entered and brought set 2 to a conclusion with back to back aces.  
 
Set three was a bit more competitive as evidenced by its 25-20 final score. Ontario Christian led 
13-8 off two aces, a kill, and an assisted block from Holmes. Delani Nervaez’s ace brought 
Aquinas to within a point at 18-17 forcing timeout from the Knights. Out of that timeout 
Jorgenson finished things off with three kills out of Ontario Christian's last five points to give her 
side a 2-1 lead in sets & put them at the brink of a title.  
 
Giselle Vogel got set four off to one of the most unique starts I've ever seen as a ball that 
rebounded off of her head found the floor for a Knights point. Selena Balderas then joined the 
party of aces recording three in a five point span to make it 9-0. A kill from Holmes made it 15-4 
Ontario Christian. Vogel’s subsequent kill at 20-7 put the Knights in their red zone and 
Jorgenson finished it off with kills at 21-7, 22-8, and 25-10 along with an assisted block at 23-8.  
 



Aquinas head coach Victoria Cachapero said of the evening’s outcome “For us we have such 
an array of experience and even though I have five seniors the experience level in an 
environment like this on the road really shows beyond them...I told my girls that this will likely 
not be the last time we’ll see them and we can be better for the next time.” I asked the Falcons 
coach what practice would be like tomorrow and she said “It'll be a reliever type day where they 
just have to gain their confidence back and get resettled. It was a very tough night but there's a 
lot to still play for and prove to ourselves.”  
 
Ontario Christian head coach Paige Liebhart when asked about what her charges did better 
tonight than 11 days ago remarked “We made adjustments much, much better than the first 
time. That's actually the biggest thing I told my girls I was most proud of was they way we 
adjusted not just from practice yesterday but set by set.”  
 
When I asked the Knights head coach what she'd like to see her team improve upon the next 
two weeks leading into playoffs she remarked “Still having fun, making sure that we’re enjoying 
ourselves and not putting too much stress on us. It's a long season and we want to make sure 
we’re still having fun and enjoying the game.”  
 
Ontario Christian’s Annaka Jorgenson said of dropping the first set “Aquinas just executed 
better than us in that first set so I think for us coming back with more energy, more focus, and 
executing what we had on our side of the net was key to turning the corner.”  
 
With the Knights at 22 matches now and looking at a 30 match or more schedule with playoffs 
thrown in I asked the senior how they manage to keep it fun and she remarked “We experiment 
with new things in practice. This team also loves to work at a fast pace in practice and we love 
competition.”  
 
Libero Selena Balderas had three aces in five points to start the fourth set and stretch the 
Knights lead to 9-0. When I asked her what goes through a server’s mind during a stretch like 
that she remarked “Lately I've been struggling at the line but as soon as I got on a roll I felt really 
confident back there.”  
 
When asked about the pride she takes in the defensive end of the floor Balderas remarked “It's 
why I’m a libero. I love being able to record digs especially against elite hitters and help my 
team even though I may not get a lot of recognition for it usually.”  
 
Week Remaining: 
Ontario Christian- 10/4 v Western Christian 6pm & 10/6 @ REV Tournament  
Aquinas- 10/4 @ Desert Christian Academy & 10/6 @ REV Tournament  
 
 
 
 



 
 


